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ABSTRACT:
Eka Sakti Junior High School currently has enough students, but this school does not yet have information except wall magazine media. Of course this is quite difficult for outsiders such as the public, especially parents and parents to seek information about this school. This website is built with the intention to be used as a means of information for society about the junior Eka Sakti. This website will be designed to provide the information required by the society. Website that will be created will use Dreamweaver editor to make each page and MySQL to collect data and also use PHP to connect web pages to the database. In making this web application, the author uses the PHP programming language because it is simple to make and quickly executed. PHP can run on different web servers and on different operating systems. PHP can run on Unix operating systems, Windows 1998, Windows NT, Windows XP, and Macintosh. This web application is implemented starting from the establishment until the establishment of the pages by using the MySQL database. Given the example web application, it is hoped the public could get information Eka Sakti junior this easil.